Weapons D6 / HARM Corps DU-78 Snip
HARM Corps DU-78 Sniper Blaster
The HARM Corps DU-78 Sniper Blaster is an elegant yet very deadly and accurate weapon intended for
long range sniping in rugged combat situations where the standard rifle wouldn't succeed. With its
smooth action bolt and unique blaspac mechanism consisting of 5 quarrel type charges in a clip inserted
from the top. When the bolt of the weapon is pulled back the clip can be inserted from the top and
pressed down below the bolt mechanism until it clicks. Then when the bolt is pressed forward a single
charge is loaded into the breech. To lock the bolt it is then twisted down toward the trigger. After firing,
when the bolt is pulled back, the spent casing from the previous charge is ejected from the gun. Then
another charge is inserted and so on.. The scope of the DU-78 is very advanced in that it can be adjusted
from ? to 200 power by the turn of a dial. Also Night vision, infrared, and movement sensors, and a longrange laser range finder are incorporated into the scope. The only difference between the A and B
models of the DU-78 is that the B model has a small LCD screen built into the stock by the cheek plate
which can display information from the sensors and other objective systems fitted on the DU-78.
Model: HARM Corps DU-78
Type: Sniper blaster
Skill: Blaster: DU-78
Cost: 2,200
Ammo: 5
Fire Rate: 1
Availability: 3X
Range: 50-70/800/1750
Damage: 6D+2
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